Mandel Seminar Rooms G10 & G11
(TEC classroom – level B)

This digitally-compliant room utilizes a ceiling-mounted projector, focused on a ceiling-mounted screen. Use the pull string to lower the screen.

Displaying video sources

1. Use the wall-mounted System Controller in the Instructor area, front left corner of room. Touch the panel to activate and see the access page. Enter the access code, followed by “enter”.
2. Press your appropriate Presentation SOURCE button. Projector will take 55 seconds to warm up. No controls will function during warm up.
3. After the warm up period, you may select a different input using the SOURCE buttons, if desired. (Touch panel buttons change color when active.) Please be aware of a delay of several seconds as the digital system processes the signal. You should not need to re-enter your selection. You MAY need to send your laptop signal using the laptop’s function (F) keys.

- DESKTOP PC will display the Instructor PC. Courtesy USB ports are available on the PC.
- LAPTOP VGA & LAPTOP HDMI: These connections are provided via a wall plate adjacent to the instructor area. A VGA cable w/an attached audio connector extends from the wall plate for your convenience. For an HDMI cable, please contact MTS (6-4632) in advance. A/C power outlets are available at the rack, and on the adjacent wall.
- DISPLAY RESOLUTIONS: the data projector can display most resolutions, though we recommend 1280x1024 (SXGA) for best results.
- BEST PRACTICE TIP: before powering on or opening up your laptop, connect both ends of the cable and select the LAPTOP input on the control panel. At this point, power on and open up your laptop. MAC users must provide their own MAC adapter. *Refer to our “laptop display tips” for more info.*
- FLOOR BOX VGA & HDMI connection points are barely accessible under the table…
- PC LOGON: Use your UNET name and password, in the USERS domain. **Your laptop should be going wireless! If not in the UNET USERS domain, logon as a guest user** with your email address. **
- DVD selects the DVD player, stored in the Instructor area. AUDIO CD’s can also be played w/the DVD, your laptop, or the PC.
- External video/audio sources (such as a camcorder or VHS) are displayed using the AUX VIDEO input and selector button. Contact MTS in advance if you need to borrow external equipment.

4. Additional controls: AUTOIMAGE and ASPECT RATIO buttons help users adjust the projector sync and display.
5. The IMAGE MUTE button blacks out video and audio. Press it again to return to your presentation.

Audio Controls

1. Press the SOURCE VOL ^ and SOURCE VOL v buttons to control your levels.
2. Select MUTE to mute all sound. Press again to regain sound.

Light switches These are located on wall at the instructor area. Temporarily, setting 1 is full, setting 4 is slightly dimmed. Contact Facilities 6-8500, for lighting support.

When Finished

1. Press the ESIT SYSTEM button on the touch panel. Confirm selection. Display shut off is important for environmental power save.
2. Return or neaten up any cables to help maintain the facility.

TECHNOLOGY MAINTAINED BY: MEDIA TECHNOLOGY SERVICES, 6-4632 or 6-4429